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The purpose of this study is to examine coffee growth
in Ethiopia, and to point to some of the economic and other
problems faced by this developing country. In this brief,
explanation, major emphasis is placed on coffee production,
exportation and its effect on the entire economy of the
country.
Limitation
This report deals with the aspects of the economy
which have direct or indirect relation with the coffee
plantation in Ethiopia. Also, this study is limited to
the period after World War II.
Sign ificance
So far, a significant study has not been done
concerning coffee plantations and the information given
by the government is very limited; as such, this study is
significant as a source of information on the current




The material in this report was gathered from
varied sources which include information from the Coffee
Board of Ethiopia, Haile Selassie I University Agricultural
College, United Nations, books, periodicals, and givernment
pub Iicat ions.
Definition
Coffee arabica is a kind of coffee that is originated
in Ethiopia. Generally, it is a highland crop, grown in
the tropics. The flavor of coffee arabica is generally
far softer and milder than that of the other main species.
CHAPTER I
COFFEE GROWTH
Ethiopia is situated in the horn of Africa, Just above
the equator. It has an area of roughly 450,000 square miles
and a population of twenty million. Ethiopia is bounded on
the west by the Sudan, on the north by the Red Sea, on the
east by Somaliland, and on the south by Kenya.
The considerable agricultural potential of Ethiopia is
based not only on the sizable unexploited land area with
favorable natural conditions, but also on the possibilities
of significant improvement, in yields and quantity on the
existing utilized area. Climatic conditions allow a large
variety of products. Farming has always been the mainstay
of the Ethiopian economy, occupying throughout the ages
an important place as a major occupation of the people.
It is believed that nearly 90 per cent of the country's
twenty million people derive their livelihood from
agricultural products and the share of agriculture in the
national income amounts to more than 60 per cent. In fact.
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almost all the export items consisted of the agriculture
products; coffee is by far the most important cash crop.^
Coffee, which grows in the highlands of Ethiopia,
could successfully be grown on thousands of acres in the
western part of Ethiopia.
In the southwest, including the provinces of
Kaffa, Jimma, Sidamo Borana, lllu-Babor and Ganu-
Giofa, large areas at altitudes from 5577 to 6562
feet have ecological conditions, particularly
favorable for the production of good quality high¬
land arabica coffee. The climate and soils are
such that the cost of production might be lower
than in most other coffee producing districts, _
since good yields of high quality could be obtained.
Methods of Cultivation
There has not been a very significant improvement in
the method of cultivation, because neither the government,
nor the farmers availed themselves of recognized technical
improvements now used in other producing countries. It was
very recently, when the problem became acute-that the
government put a little bit of effort in trying to employ
a better method. Until then, there was no particular
incentive toward improvements.
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Ernest W. Luther, Ethiopia Today (London: Oxford
University Press, 1968), p, 75.
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"Coffee," The Agriculture of Ethiopia (Addis Ababa:
Berhane Selam Printing Press, 1964), VoI. VII, p. 51.
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Coffee arabica is produced in Ethiopia under various
conditions. A large part of the crop is still harvested
from the so-called, "coffee forests." However, It is
uncertain whether these forests are constituted by wild coffee
trees or if they are old plantations abandoned for a number
of years. Coffee Is usually grown in Jimma, Sidamo, and
GoJJam, under shade, but in Harage province, some small
plantings are often irrigated and receive a little bit of
care, and are mostly grown under the shade. Permanent
shading is widely used in many parts of Ethiopia; certainly,
shading is widely used in protecting trees from the full
intensity of the sun. It also protects the trees from the
wind.
t^rocess ing
There are two methods of processing coffee in Ethiopia:
The dry method and the wet method. Coffee that is processed
by the dry method is either laid out to dry in the sun, or
subjected to artificial heat in a mechanical dryer.'’ Coffee
processed by the wet method is called, "washed coffee." In
this kind of processing, the coffee cherries, instead of
3
"Coffee," Agriculture in Ethiopia (Addis Ababa: Berhane
Selam PrInting PrcTs] I960), Vol I I, p, 15.
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being dried, must be processed as soon as possible while
still fresh and juicy. They are either carried to the
processing plant In sacks, or where possible, are floated
there in water channels. After that, the cherries are
pulped within twenty-four hours.
All coffee was once processed by the dry method, but
now, there is a tendency toward preparing coffee by the
wet method. Although some difference of opinion may still
exist as to which method of preparation produces the best
coffee, the fact remains that washed coffees have a great
demand in the market.
The Economic Factor of Production
The fixed capital cost involved in coffee production
varies by size of holding, by state, and by regions. Land
was comparatively cheap in OJimma and Harar, some twenty-five
years ago, but the cost has risen very sharply since then.
For example, an acre of land used to cost about sixty dollars,
but now the cost has more than doubled. Labor costs also
vary widely from smallholders to IargehoIders. They are
relatively low for smallholders. Normally, the work of
planting a few hundred trees in done by the peasant proprietor
and members of his family, whose labor has no monetary value.
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However, the smallholders often employ some outside labor
for landclearing and planting. For medium and also large
plantations, the cost of establishment, excluding land
charges, is higher.
The importance of labor in the total current cost of
I
coffee growing depends, not only on the wage level, but
)
mpy also vary according to the size of the plantation and
to the cultivation practices. In general, because of
lower wages, production costs are very low in Ethiopia,
when compared with other coffee growing countries.
Yields
Coffee yields vary widely from one state to another,
and from one plantation to another as shown in Table I.
DJimma and Sidamo produce more than 60 per cent of the
coffee arabica. Ojimma, alone, produces one third of all
Ethiopian coffee. This increase is associated with the
betterment of a management on the part of coffee growers
in this particular coffee growing region.
The establishment of coffee experimental station by
Ojimma Agricultural School has brought a tremendous improvement











1 1 1 ubabor 7.158
Gemmu-Goffa 1.0%
Arussi, Shoa, Begem id ir 2.2%
Tota 1 \00.0%
Source: Ethiopian Coffee Board, Dec. 1966.
According to coffee survey nade by the Coffee Board, it
is estimated that Ethiopia has some one point five billion
trees in production, with an average yield of two pounds per
tree.




ETHIOPIA'S COFFEE CROPS (IN BAGS OF 132 POUNDS)
Year boffee Produced Year Coffee Produced
1949/50 804,200 1957/58 2,370,000
1950/51 804,200 1958/59 3,412,500
1951/52 1,174,000 1959/60 4,037,500
1952/53 1^99,425 1960/61 4,216,750
1953/54 lj^70,000 1961/62 5,308,250
1954/55 4907,975 1962/63 5,529,170
1955/56 ^54,500 1963/64 5,800,000
1956/57 2462,500 1964/65 6,266,670
Source : Ethiopian Coffee Board, Dec. 1966.
S ince 1951, there had been a very substantial increase
in producti on. For example, by 1953, the volume of output
had almost doubled since 1951 ■ However, there has been
a slight reduction in terms of volume of output between
these two periods. The table clearly shows the uninterrupted
and appreciable rise in the volume of output of production
in 1958 over 1957, and from the period of 1959 to 1965,
there has been an increase in production of 24 per cent.
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This is an average of 20 per cent annual increase for the
period under consideration.
This increase of output is associated with the increased
"tapping of the coffee" forests and the stepping*up of
investment activities in the coffee sector. The establishment
of the Coffee Board in 1957 has also helped the increase
in coffee production, because the Coffee Beard has stationed
inspectors and field officers in all the coffee growing areas
in order to give advice to the growers concerning plantation
maintenance, picking, and disease control. Experimental
stations, to a certain extent, were expanded to deal with
disease and pest problems. New services were given to
coffeo growers in many areas and credit organizations woro
also ostabiished.
Production, thorefore, has responded strongly to those
incentives. Large areas of Jungle were cleared for coffee
growing, since coffee production costs are very low, and
there is still very little competition from alternativo
cash crops.
Coffeo Inspection
Merchants who buy coffee get their coffee checked by
Coffee Board field officers and committee members, located
in the major cities of Ethiopia. At the coffee inspection
centers, the officers check the coffee by taking the same
samples of the merchant's coffee and make a detailed
checking for its dryness and cleanliness. If the defects
total less than 8 per cent of the sample of 6 pounds, the
sample is considered good enough to pass to the exporters
via the Coffee Board inspection Center in Addis Ababa to
undergo further checking. If it fails to pass the 8 per
cent mark, the owner is advised to get his coffee cleaned
again. The owner, whose coffee passes, sells it to one
or more of the thirty-five licensed exporters in Addis
Ababa and Dire Oawa.
Transportation
Transportation is one of the major problems of Ethiopia.
Development of an adequate network surface transportation
is very difficult and costly; yet, without it, Ethiopia's
economic progress will continue to be slow. It is generally
agreed that ocean shipping has not presented any major
problem for coffee exports. The crucial transportation
problem has been of an internal nature; not only are trucks
very scarce, but the backlog in highway development is
extensive. The gravity of this problem is clearly brought out
12
in the First Five Year Plan:
Communications and transport facilities are
lagging far behind existing needs and represent an
obvious impediment to economic progress. Certain
regions of the country, with considerable potentialities,
particularly for coffee and other marketable commodities,
have poor communications, both with urban centers and
sea ports,4
If transport facilities are to stimulate internal
as well as external trade, they must reach as large a
proportion of the total area of the country as possible.
Thus, the spacing of the roads throughout the Emp.ire is
of special importance.
Coffee Storage
Coffee storage conditions are very inadequate in
Ethiopia, and as a result, the coffee has a tendency to
lost its flavor. No doubt, this will reduce the reputation
of Ethiopian coffee in the eyes of the International Market.
With the U.G.Q.(UsuaI Good Quality) mark on every
bag,,the coffee is stored in warehouses to await loading
and shipment overseas. Coffee experts believe that coffee
is liable to sweating and care must be taken that no metal
touches the bag, so that the condition of It, upon arrival
4
"Transportation and Communication," First Five Year Plan
(Addis Ababa: Ethiopian Printing Press, 1957), p. 217*
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at its foreign destination may not be hampered. In case
of the coffee becoming wet, special treatment should be
given.
Harvesting
The biggest criticism of Ethiopian coffee is the
manner in which it is harvested and processed.
Despite the advice that is given by the Coffee
Board officers, the ripe cherries are gathered with
unripe cherries, and these are spread on the ground
by some coffee growers. Although machinery has been
introduced, the method remains basically the same
as in the ancient days.^
The quality of coffee grown in Ethiopia is poor when compared
with other countries. This is due to the fact that Ethiopia
has poor marketing facilities. This is quite different
from our neighboring countries, like Kenya, Tanzania, and
Uganda, where much of the coffee is cultivated, harvested
and marketed through we I I-organized coffee boards, which are
co-operative. There is no export tax and farmers share in
the profits of sale with the coffee processed uniformily
throughout the region, and is sold under a systematic and
well-established standard. There is no doubt that^this
accounts for the price differentiation of 15 per cent to
5
H, P. Huffnag I, Agriculture in Ethiopia(Rome; Fausto
Fail I i Press, I96l), p. 55.
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20 per cent more for coffee grown in those countries, as
compared to Ethiopia.
Coffee Grading
Coffee is exported under the trade name of DJimma coffee
and Harar coffee. The former usually contains coffee from
other areas, as well as from Djimma area, while Harar
coffee is identified by its long berry and high acidity
and is only from Harar. OJimma coffee is mild in acidity.
Coffee for export must have a Grade of 5 or better.
In general, coffee for export is hand-sorted, although quite
a few exporters have their own electronic cleaning machines.
International Coffee Organisation
Ethiopia Joined the International Coffee Organization
in 1963 to increase the exportation of coffee.
With the sharp rise and fall of coffee prices on the
world market, both producing and consuming countries saw
the need for such an organization to help stabilize the
coffee trade and price for the benefit of all.
Each country was allotted a basic quota, in order to
regulate the exportation of coffee from the member countries.
This was indeed a grand idea and has worked well so far,
for some member countries. In Ethiopia's case, unfortunately.
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the 930,000 bag basic quota was based on figures not supplied
by Ethiopia and had no basis as far as research in Ethiopia
is concerned. They were far below Ethiopia's official
figures. Ever since then, Ethiopia's coffee delegate has
been appealing for a revision of her basic quota.
True, based on the technical misreport to the Organisation,
Ethiopia's basic quota later rose to 1,175,000 bags and
her yearly quotas have been added off and on.
Meanwhile, with internal consumption of over 900,000




The sale of coffee and the price obtainable for It
exercise a preponderant influence on the national prosperity.
In Table 3/ coffee exports are shown for the period from
1948 to 1959.
TABLE 3
COFFEE EXPORTS FROM ETHIOPIA





(in thousand Eth. dollars)
Year ending, Dec. 9
percentage of imports
and exports)
Year Quantity Value Average Imports Exports
(in thousand pounds) (unit value)
1948 25344 24563 0.95 15.4^ 18.8%
1949 42349 42139 0299 25.2% 31.0%
1950 28710 62648 1.74 44.5% 41.6%
1951 20349 122700 2.33 60.0% 53.7%
1952 41611 110252 2.07 43.6% 47.2%
1953 83887 200271 2.29 72.7% 59.2%
1954 61592 180202 2.14 53.2% 55.6%
1955 82094 180508 3.15 62.2% 62.1%
1956 61503 160099 2.54 51.0% 53.2%
1957 100681 234028 2.42 68.9% 64.1%
1958 69861 164051 2.1 1 45.5% 88.6%
1959 85348 88207 2.17 49.8% 62.3%
Source: Trade Returns <of the Imperial Customs, Dec. i960
U. S. $1.00 is equivalent to Ethiopian $2.50
16
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It will be noted that for the period 1948 to 1959, on
the average, coffee exports were responsible for 59 per
cent of Ethiopia's foreign exchange earnings. it is worthy
of note, that the earnings from the coffee exports were
enough to pay for more than half of the country's total
imports, although coffee growers and traders could hardly
have comprised as much as one*fifth of the working
population. The most important feature of the volume of
coffee exports is the annual fluctuation. The figure
clearly shows an uninterrupted and appreciable rise in
the volume of coffee exports. This is associated with
the increased care that was taken by the growers and the
stepping-up of investment in the coffee sector under the
marked stimulus of the steady rise in international market
prices of coffee from 1949 to 1954.
In terms of volume, coffee exports in 1959 registered
an increase of almost 100 per cent above the 1949 level.
The increase in the volume of exports has not resulted
in a corresponding increase in value of coffee exports, for
the world coffee price has been subjected to a persistent
downward trend since 1954. As a result, the volume of
exports in 1954 and 1956 was approximately the same, the
total of foreign exchange earnings in the latter year was
18
nearly 20 per cent, while the volume of exports in 1957
was 60 per cent above that for 1954, the value in foreign
exchange earnings was only 23«6 per cent above that of
1954.
it must be noted that the earnings from the sale of
coffee are used to finance the payments of the country's
total imports. Also, it worthy of note that the need
of importing capital goods has been increasing quite
substantially as shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4
IMPORTS IN THE PERIOD 1954-59
AND IN THE YEARS OF 1954 and 1959
MILLION OF ETHIOPIAN DOLLARS
Basic Commodity Period Year Year Percentage 1 ndex
Groups 1954-59 1954 1959 1954 1959 (1954=100)
Capital Goods 709.1 58.8 179.4 25.1 43.3 305
Goods in Process 329.8 47.8 89.3 20.4 21.1 190
Consumption Goods 714.5 127.6 150.5 54.5 35.6 I 10





Trade » P- 228,
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The preponderance of consumers' goods in the pattern of
Ethiopian imports in 1954 is clearly shown by their share of
54>5 per cent in the total value of imports, while the share
of capital goods was only 25 per cent. On the other hand,
in 1959, the pattern had changed. The share of capital
goods had been increased to 43 per cent, while the share of
the consumers' goods was reduced to 36 per cent. The major
part of capital goods is used for the development of industry,
agriculture, and electric power; while a considerable part
is used for transportation and communications. it should
be noted further that the earnings from the sale of coffee
are not used to separate classes, but rather for the payment
of imported capital goods which are used for the development
of the country. Unless Ethiopia establishes her own industry,
to supply domestic needs for machines, consumers' durable
goods, and other industrially manufactured goods, she will
be obliged to import these products.
Trade Pattern
Ethiopia exports a large part of her coffee to the
United States. The importance of the United States' Market
for the Ethiopian coffee may be Judged from Table 5>
According to United States' Statistics, imports from
Ethiopia totalled 28,176,000 pounds in 1951, but in 1958,
20
thtt United States imports rose to 44,950,000 pounds, which
comprised 71 per cent of the total coffee exports. During
the period 1951 to 1958, the United States market absorbed
on the average of 62 per cent of Ethiopia's total exports,
in terms of volume.
TABLE 5
MAJOR CONSUMERS OF ETHIOPIAN COFFEE
United States European Common
imports Market Imports




Per cent Per cent Per cent
of tota 1 of total of total
1951 24538 48
1952 23388 62
1953 47393 63 10388 8 2030 2
1954 41458 69 n-a n-a n-a n-a
1955 48253 68 10494 13 2195 4
1956 28557 60 6830 12 4490 8
1957 47982 65 10003 10 4912 6
1958 47475 71 12037 16 6762 9
Source: Ethiopian Economic Review, No. I, Dec. 1959,
p. I I.
n-a: represents not available
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In recent years, the European Market has been acquiring
ever-increasing importance. Whereas, in 1953, only 10 per
cent of the total coffee exports went to Europe; in 1958,
the share of the European Market rose to 25 per cent- the
European Market (Common) countries taking 16 per cent and
the rest taking the remaining 9 per cent.
Italy is the largest European Market for Ethiopian
coffee. In 1953, for instance, of the 6,776,000 pounds of
Ethiopian coffee imported by European Common Market countries,
6,206,000 pounds or 92 per cent was absorbed by Italy. In
1958, the Italian Market, alone, absorbed 12 per cent of
the total coffee exports.
The greatest percentage increase in imports in recent
years took place in France. France's imports of coffee
in 1958 were about 426 per cent greater than in 1953 and
almost double the imports of 1956. Of the 12,037,000
pounds imported by European Common Market countries in
1958, Italy and France together took 10,863,000 pounds -
that is, 14-7 per cent of the total exports of coffee.
This means that Belgium, Netherlands, and West Germany




IMPORTS OF COFFEE BY EUROPEAN COMMON MARKET COUNTRIES
(I953>I958)
Figure for 1954
is n.a. ) 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958
Belgium 65 23
France 453 1648 1079 1869 2079
W. Germany 109 210
Italy 6103 8562 6215 6931 8784
Nether 1ands 62 164 66 18 161




23% 22% 20% 26%
Source: Ethiopian Economic Rev iew. No. 1, Dec. 1959, p.44
The important sources of EEC coffee imports were Latin
America and African countries, especially the EEC associetes.
The following Table 7 shows the development in the import
of the African coffee to the individual countries of the EEC.
EEC represents the European Economic Community. Ethiopia's
share out of the African coffee exports has gone down to




EEC COFFEE IMPORTS ORIGINATING IN AFRICA
(QUANTITY IN TEN THOUSAND POUNDS)
J
Country 1958 1959 I960 1961
France 248,125 249,812 254,630 253,460
Germany 42,463 46,068 46,367 48,156
Italy 43,003 42,406 45,379 60,494
Belgium and
Luxemberg 26,761 25,796 28,588 24,219
Nether Iands 27.321 29,587 .43,095 60.544
Total 387,671 403,669 418,059 446,973
Total Coffee Imports
(as percentage) 43.3^ 40.0Jg 39.5% 39.2^
Source: Ethiopian Economic Review, No. 5, Dec. 1962, p. 30
Perhaps the best way to study the trend of Ethiopian coffee
imports into the EEC, would be to look into the imports of
each country making up the group. It is preferable to see
what the share is of Ethiopia in these markets. as compared
to the total quantity of coffee brought by the members of
the Community from Africa as a whole. See Table 8.
As the table makes it clear, Ethiopia's major coffee
market in the EEC is in Italy, but it seems that Ethiopian
coffee is losing this market rapidly.
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TABLE 8
COMMUNITY COFFEE IMPORTS FROM ETHIOPIA
AS PER CENT OF IMPORTS FROM AFRICA
Countries 1958 1959 I960 1961
France 0.73^ 0.73^ 0.B2% 0.67%
Germany 0.49^ 0.89^ 1.62% 1.98%
Italy 20,S0% I9.6l5g 15.91% 10.03%
Belgium 0.0B% 0.02% 0.05% 0.16%
Nether 1 ends 0A7% \.46% 0.88% 0.17%
Source: Ethiopian Economic Review, No. 5, Dec. 1962, p. 40
As the table makes it clear, the reduction in imports
is about 4 per cent annually from 1959 to 1961, Germany,
on the other hand, seems to be increasing its import of
coffee from Ethiopia. It is probable that;the reason
for the decline in the Italian Market and the gain in the
German Market is the community's external tariff among
the other things.
Imports by other European countries appreciably increased
during 1953 to 1958. Whereas, in 1953, they absorbed only
two per cent; in 1958, they took 9 per cent of the total
25
coffee exports. Recently, a so-called "Little Free Trade
Are^," comprised of seven European countries -namely, the
United Kingdom, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Austria,
Switzerland, and Portugal, has been formed and Ethiopian
coffee trade has penetrated to these countries.
TABLE 9
IMPORTS OF COFFEE FROM ETHIOPIA BY THE LITTLE
FREE TRADE AREA COUNTRIES 1953 to 1958
Figure for 1954 =
(In 1,000 pounds)
n .a.
1953 1955 1956 1957 1958
United Kingdom 407 481 1032 641 290
Norway 610 1697 2085 2332 2558
Sweden 857 1200 1479 1424 2206
Switzer 1 and 6 10 127 885 1029
Austria 100 22 47 29 62
Denmark 21 48
Portuga1
Tota 1 1980 3415 4770 5332 6193
Percentage of
Coffee Exports 2% 7% 9%
Source: Ethiiopian Economic Rev lew. No. 1, Dec. 1959 , P.54
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The table indicates that the volume of coffee imported
by the "Little Free Trade Area" countries, Norway and
Sweden, are the major markets for Ethiopian coffee. The
imports of those two countries increased steadily during
the period under consideration. Norway, which, in 1953,
imported only 714,000 pounds in 1958, imported 3,116,000
pounds; this is more than four times the total of I953>
Her 1958 import was also 44 per cent of the total imports
by the "Little Free Trade Area" countries. Sweden is next
to Norway in importance as a market for Ethiopian coffee.
In 1953, she imported only 914,000 pounds, but In 1958,
her imports increased to 2,412,000 pounds. This is an
increase of |64 per cent by volume. Sweden't imports
rose steadily throughout the period under consideration,
at an average rate of about 40 per cent of the total imports
by the "Little Free Trade Area" countries.
In the past, and perhaps for many generations,
Ethiopia has had the advantage of assured markets, so
that it was unnecessary to keep up with the technical
improvements introduced In other countries. For instance,
the Ethiopian coffee has held a virtual monopoly position
in the Sudan until a few years ago, and in Middle Eastern
27
countries. Ethiopian coffee has been able to maintain a
strong position.
Needless to say, that in recent years, Ethiopia has
virtually neglected her trade with the Middle East.
Surprisingly, the Sudanese market has for the last few
years been invaded by coffee from Madagascar, Uganda, and
Kenya. It is believed that, by coffee experts in Ethiopia,
th^t coffee from these countries, much of which is robusta,
is less tasty than the Ethiopia arabica, but was able
to compete because of the low prices. it will be very
costly and perhaps impossible to recapture the Sudanese
market; even if it is possible, the Sudan can not purchase
any appreciable part of today's large Ethiopian production.
Coffee Price
Following the out-break of war in Korea, the spot
price of Ethiopian Ojimma coffee in New York, jumped from
U.S. 27.S^ per pound in 1949, to U.S. 46.7^ in 1950.
During the period 1951 to 1953# the spot price of
DJimma coffee rose by an annual average of U.S. 2 cents
per pound. In 1954, the spot price of Ojimma coffee soared
to U.S, 73.4 cents per pound-that is, an increase of U.S.
22.7 cents per pound over the preceding year.
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TABLE 10
SPOT PRICES OF DJIMMA COFFEE IN NEW YORK




















Source: State Bank of Ethiopia, Report on Economic
Conditions and Market Freuds, Feb, 1959,
No, 4, p. and Aprague & Rhodes, Inc,,
New York Coffee Prices, 1913-1959-
In the following year; however, in consonance with the
general downward trend of world coffee prices, under the
pressure of an increased supply originating mainly in
Brazil, the spot price for OJimma fell sharply. In 1955,
the spot price dropped from E.S. 73-4 cents to 50,5 cents
per pound. This is a drop of 22,9 cents which is a fall
of 31-9 per cent as compared to the 1954 level.
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In 1956, the spot price registered an increase of 10
per cent over that of the preceding year, but from that
year until I960, coffee prices were subject to a
persistently declining trend. The DJimma coffee price
dropped 19 per cent between 1956 and 1958; whereas,
during the same period, the U.S.Santos #A price dropped
only 17 per cent. Between 1958 and 1959, DJimma coffee
was down by 26.2 per cent; whereas, Santos §A dropped
only 25 per cent. In I960, DJimma coffee registered a
price decline of only 6.2 per cent below the preceding
year. Finally, it is worth noting that the margin of
difference in the spot prices of Santos §A and DJimma
coffee was on the average, U.S. 4*2 cents per pound, but
at present, the price difference is very slight as the
average quality of Ethiopian coffee exports has been raised
considerably by enforcement of special regulations, which
restrict and virtually prevent the export of coffee,
unless it has been cleaned and graded. Wholesale coffee
prices in Addis Ababa have largely paralleled price
fluctuation in the world coffee market, as shown in Table II.
Between 1949 and 1952; whereas, the price of DJimma
coffee in New York rose 82 per cent, the wholesale price
in Addis Ababa for DJimma and Harar coffee rose 89.7 per
30
cent and 49 per cent respectively.
TABLE I I
WHOLESALE COFFEE PRICES (IN ADDIS ABABA)
Year
Coffee Djimma

















Source: State Bank of Ethiopia, Report on Economic
Condition and Market Trends, Feb. 1959, No.4,
p. I .
Fersula: a local measurement equivalent to 37 pounds.
U.S. $1.00 is equivalent to Ethiopian $2.50
The New York spot price was up 45 between 1952 and
1954, the wholesale price of DJimma and Harar coffee
registered an increase of 17 per cent and 23 per cent
respectively. The low rate of increase in the domestic price
of coffee was primarily due to the sharp rise in the export
duty of coffee. Whereas, between 1954 and 1956, the New York
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spot price of Ojimroa coffee dropped 24 per cent, the
wholesale price in Addis Ababa dropped 17 per cent and
14 per cent for OJimma and Harar, respectively. Between
1956 and I95B, the wholesale price of DJimna coffee registered
a drop of 20.7 per cent; whereas, Harar coffee decIined by
20.3 per cent. Between 1958 and i960, OJimna coffee dropped
from Ethiopia's $27.91 per fersuia to Ethiopia's $23.00;
a drop of 17 per cent. Harar coffee, on the ether hand,
dropeed from Ethiopia's $34.14 to Ethiopia's $25.95 per
fersuia; a drop of 16.7 per cent.
The wholesale price in Addis Ababa increased from 1949
to 1954, but then followed a persistent downward trend.
In 1959, the wholesale price of OJimma coffee was less
than half of what it was in 1954.
CHAPTER 11 I
THE IMPACT OF COFFEE ON THE ECONOMY
The share of coffee in total export has been increasing
quite substantially since World War II, as a result of the
greater rise in prices of coffee than any other export.
The dependence of Ethiopia on coffee as a major source of
foreign exchange is much higher than any other African
country.
Ethiopia obtained nearly two-thirds of its total
income from the sale of coffee. The degree of export
dependence on coffee has increased markedly since 1950.
During the dollar shortage, right after Italy occupied
Ethiopia, coffee was of special significance as a source
of dollar earnings.
No doubt that the Government's revenue is to a high
extent conditioned by the proceeds of coffee exports.
About 60 per cent of all Government revenue stems from
custom duties of various kinds. In the course of the last
few years, around "one-fifth or one-eighth" of ail custom
duties have consisted of export duties on coffee. By far.
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the largest component of these consists of a specific toll
of Ethiopia's 400,000 per pound of coffee. Whether this
toll will yield more or less in the future, will depend,
in the first place, on whether the quantity of coffee
exported increases or decreases. Since the quantity will,
in the first place, probably increase further, due to
works which have taken place years ago, the proceeds of the
coffee export duty may possibly increase, assuming that
Its rate per ton, is not modified.
Paradoxically, perhaps, the low coffee prices are
more likely to affect the Government's finances indirectly
via import duties. This is so because when the value of
exports falls, the value of imports is also bound sooner
or Iater to fall.
Imports cannot indefinitely exceed exports; so, in
one way or the other, imports must fa I I more or less as
exports fall. As a consequence of this, the Government's
revenue, of which about 40 per cent stems from import
duties, is bound to decline sooner or later, unless the
rates are raised. Other declines of Government revenue
may occur because of a lesser yield of income taxes, et
cetera. Whereas, dec Iines of Government revenue as
described, are perse, not frightening at a first glance.
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they are rendering more serious by certain dynamic forces,
which have been created during the previous years' increasing
exports and Government revenue. Between 1953 and 1958,
the Government's ordinary revenue rose from Ethiopia $104
million to $145 million. Exports, which had been 159
million in 1953# reached a peak of 192 million in 1957.
Other things being equal, and allowing for
certain time lags, a 10 per cent decline in the
value of coffee price, means a 6 per cent decline
in the value of exports, which sooner or later,
leads to a 6 per cent decline of import duties;
hence, a 3 per cent decline of total Government
revenue
Coffee is one of the few products on which an export
duty is levied; in fact, coffee exports are subject to
three different taxes: an export tax, a federal
transaction tax, and a cess, levied by the National Coffee
Board. A brief review of the nature and the structure of
the taxes will show the fiscal significance of coffee
exports.
Export Duty
In an effort to reduce the general destabilizing effects
of fluctuating coffee prices in the world market, and to
6
"General Economic Review," Economic Conditions and
Market Trends (Addis Ababa: Ethiopian Bank Press),No.44, p.3.
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provide a buffer between the unstable world market and the
domestic agricultural sector, a flexible duty has been
employed. The rates of the duty have been adjusted rapidly
in response to changes in coffee prices in the world
market.
A clear example of this is when, there is a sharp rise
in the price of coffee, as in 1954, the export duty on
coffee was substantially increased, and when the price of
coffee declined in 1958, the export duty on coffee was
reduced from Ethiopian $20 to Ethiopian $15 per quintal.
This tax relief was made to encourage production and save
marginal coffee growers.
Cess on Coffee Exports
The Ministry of Commerce and industry, on the recommendation
of the National Coffee Board, authorized to impose a cess of
not exceeding Ethiopian $3 per quintal on ail coffee produced
and exported from Ethiopia. The proceeds of this levy are
to be turned over to the National Coffee Board for the
execution of its activities.
In the absence of pub Iished figures on revenue from the
taxes imposed on coffee, and because of the reluctance of the
responsible authorities to supply such figures, an estimate
has been made on the following page. The Table indicates
that the volume of revenue yielded by taxes levied on
coffee exports increased steadily from 1948 to 1954, but
still, the revenue was only a fraction of the value of
coffee exports and a minor item in the Government's total
revenue.
TABLE 12














Source: Coffee in the Ethiopian Economy, p. 117, Dec. I960
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V/hen a si iding scale on duties at enhanced rates was
introduced in 1954; the exports levies, however, became
a large slice of the total value of coffee exports and a
major item in the Government's budget. In 1954^ the export
duty on coffee had increased quite substantially from the
previous year. However, after 1954, the volume of revenue
obtained from the various taxes on coffee exports declined
continuously, except for the year 1957, when the revenue
collected showed a substantial increase over the preceding
year.
Federal Transaction Tax
A two per cent ad valorem tax on all exports,
including coffee, was paid by exporting firms for
personal and business tax purposes, instead of
income tax. This was undertaken for purposes of
simplifying the administration of the income tax,
but, since the experting firms, wholly or in part,
shifted the two per cent export tax back to the
producers, it meant that the exporting firms
virtually paid no income tax.7
When coffee export increases, habit of expansion has
been created in the Government, as elsewhere. Staff has
been added and the average of salaries increased. Hundreds
of Ethiopian College Graduates have been employed as workers
by the Government.
h
Tayc Gulilat, "Ethiopian Coffee," Journal of Ethiopian
Studies (Addis Ababa: Berhane Selam Printing Press, 1963),
Vol. II, p. 48.
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In the period of the years, when the coffee price was
high, a number of investment plans, such as construction of
roads, establishing Development Banks in coffee regions,
have been drawn up.
By far, the most important of ail is the construction
of all-weather roads from the coffee growing regions to the
Assab ports. In order to carry out the program very
effectively, the Government gave a training of Ethiopian
Staffs in the engineering, construction, and maintenance
of roads, and in the administration of the highway system.
Quite a large number of workers were employed by the
Government for the construction of roads. The Government
spent Ethiopian $63.4 million on road construction program.
With these funds, about 2900 miles of road have been
repaired and maintained. The effects of the repair can be
measured by the fact that an automobile trip from Addis
Ababa to OJimraa took three days; at present, it can be
done in one day.
The construction of the Ojimma-Aggaro and OJimma-
Bongo roads provided outlets for these rich coffee producing
areas, but still the need for farm-to-market roads has
yet to be faced.
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The 490 miles Franco*Ethiopian Railway from Addis Ababa
to Djibouti provides an outlet for not only the coffee
produced in Harar provinces; but, also for the bulk of
Ethiopia's coffee.
TABLE 13







1958 44,170.4 62% 473.5
1959 63,876.0 75% 162.3
I960 84,905.6 88^ 199.6
Source: Ethiopian Economic Review, Vo I Nos. 2 & 4,
pp. 130 and 170, Dec. 1961.
Thus, for instance, in I960, the coffee carried by the
Franco-Ethiopian Railway represented eighty-eight per cent
of the total coffee exports. The increase of coffee exports
at present time was In part, at least due to the improvement
of transportation system.
The Development Bank
The Development Bank was established for the purpose of
giving loans to the coffee growers and actively engaged, at
least on a modest scale, in promoting improvement in the coffee
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industry, largely through the provision of credit. Branch
offices of the Development Bank, opened in Djimma In 1953,
Gore in 1957, and in Yrgalem in 1958, have aided the coffee
growers of Kaffa, lllubabor, and Sidamo provinces. Loans
have been as high as Ethiopian $5,000 for each coffee
grower owning a gassa (equivalent to 100 acres of land).
The Interest charged is usually 7 per cent. Loans
exl^ended by the Bank increased steadily through the years,
1954-1960, rising from a total of Ethiopian $106,500 in
1954 to Ethiopian $1,163,274 in I960. The relative
importance of the coffee loans in the credit structure
of the Bank rose until 1958; since then, it has dipped
slightly as shown in the Table on the following page.
The Bank has made another contribution toward improving
the quality of coffee setting up a wet-processing plant
at Suntu, which is also an important coffee-growing
center in the Kaffa province.
The National Coffee Board
The increasing compptition in the world market has
caused the Ethiopian Government to pay more and more serious
attention to safeguarding the reputation of Ethiopian coffee,
particularly in the United States, the purchaser of 60 per
cent of the world's coffee production.
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TABLE 14
COFFEE LOANS GRANTED BY THE DEVELOPMENT BANK OF ETHIOPIA
(1954 - I960) IN THOUSANDS OF ETHIOPIAN DOLLARS
1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 I960
Total Loans 2,320 2,251 2,152 2,263 2,778 2,835 4,421




4.6 7.6 30.4 50.8 41.8 17.9 9.6
Source: Development Bank of Ethiopia, Dec. 1961.
In 1957/ the National Coffee Board was established to
take appropriate measure to improve the Ethiopian coffee
quality. Its activities included experimental and extension
program, improvement of coffee cultivation and promotion of
co-operatives, the construction or lease and operation of
warehouses, coffee processing and cleaning plants, and as
well as the collection and publication of statistical data
on coffee. The Board was entrusted with the task of encouraging
the devlopment of, and of providing protection for the coffee
industry. The Board has the power to buy, sell, store, and
export coffee. It endeavors to force compliance with
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regulations through Its sixty-three agents in the field,
who serve as Extension officers as well as the Enforcement
officers. The Board, in co-operation with the DJimma
Agricultural School, established an experimental station
near DJimma.
Importance of Coffee
Coffee is produced by quite a large number of farming
enterprises in Ethiopia, The overwhelming majority belong
to peasant smallholders, each cultivating a small tract of
land. While their contribution to the total world production
is not great, the crop is of vital importance to the well¬
being of this large body of peasants in Ethiopia, Although
there is no exact figure given as to how many peasants
earn their living from the sale of coffee, the fact remains
that the majority of them who live in Djimma, Harar, and
IMubabor provinces are engaged in this business and they
entirely depend on the income of the sale of coffee they get.
The income derived from coffee-production has generally been
higher by considerable margin in those three provinces than
that arising from most other agricultural activities. Thus,
the contribution of coffee to regular income has been greater^
The establishment of modern large coffee plantations
has created additional employment to the we I I-qua Iified skilled
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workers. Technical personnel, as well as supervisors,
were recruited from the graduates of the existing
agricultural colleges and high schools. Several first-class
processing stations have been established recently in
Ethiopia. Two companies have their own very modern equipment,
and the Development Bank of Ethiopia has established a
processing station on the northern part of DJimma, which is
near to the coffee-growing area. The United States Operation
Mission in Ethiopia has had forty mobile units in operation.
Due to the increase of coffee export, quite a few
other kinds of businesses, such as hotels, restaurants, and
various sorts of shops have been opened. A migration of
people to the coffee region has increased quite substantially
for the last two decades. This is due to the fact that
people tend to move where there is a large business activity
and employment. This is rightly so, in the case of Djimma
and Harar, where many kinds of jobs have been opened for a
large number of workers.
The contribution of coffee crop to the economy of the
country has not been without its disadvantages. The sharp
fluctuation in the prices in the past have seriously undermined
the economic development programs of the country. In times.
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where the situation is bad, Ethiopia could hardly hit, if
the prices of coffee go down, since coffee is virtually the
only source of income. In a period when most countries were
trying to move ahead in economic and social development,
this instability in the coffee market was a real obstacle
to sound planning. Many coffee-producing countries have
taken a strong action to correct it, A clear example of
this is: that the Latin American countries have joined
together in recent years to form a series of producers'
agreements and to regulate the amount of coffee coming into
the market. These actions finallized into the International
Coffee Agreements of 1962. After the agreement, the
organization had its ups and downs, but in general, was able
to stabilize the market. Moreover, the increasing attention
has recently been given to the setting-up of a fund to support
diversification by the organization. A "World Coffee Promotion
Committee" has been set up under the auspices of the organization.
Ethiopia has to follow the footsteps of the Latin American
countries, and should be able to diversify her products.
Moreover, it is highly imperative that producers, exporters,
and most of all, the Government, had to learn how to live with
these fluctuations of coffee prices.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATION, AND CONCLUSION
Summary
Coffee, which originated in the highlands of Ethiopia
could successfully be grown on thousands of acres since the
soil is very suitable to the crop. The province of Kaffa,
Sidamo, and lllubabor have ecological conditions particularly
favorable for the production of good quality highland arabica
coffee. The climate and the soils are such that the cost of
production might be lower than in most other coffee producing
districts, since good yields of high quality could be obtained.
Coffee is'produced in Ethiopia under various conditions.
A large part of the crop is still harvested from the so-called
"coffee forests." Coffee is usually grown in Djimma, Sidamo,
and GoJJam under shade without any systematic planting, but
in Harrage province, some small plantings are often irrigated
and receive very great care.
Since 1951, there had been a very substantial increase
of production, and the volume of output has almost doubled
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within a period of two years. From 1954 to 1965/ there has
been a continuous appreciable increase of production. This
increase of production is associated with the stepping-up
of investment activities in the coffee sector.
Coffee is the mainstay of Ethiopia's economy, accounting
for considerably more than 50 per cent of the total export
earnings. While there has been an expansion of the European
market for the Ethiopian coffee, a preponderant percentage
of the total coffee exports is absorbed by the United States
market. Thus, the Ethiopian economy is not only a single
crop export economy, but it also relies heavily on a single
market. Reliance on a single market involves certain risks.
Ethiopia, in effect, depends upon the sale in a single foreign
market of a single product, which has only a limited domestic
market, and is characterized by highly unstable prices abroad.
But, owing to special advantages offered by the United States
market to Ethiopian coffee, the risk involved is less than
might first appear;.;
Despite the relative stability of the volume of exports,
export earnings have fluctuated in accordance with the changes
in coffee prices. After 1954, there was an almost uninterrupted
decline in the prices of coffee. Coffee prices in 1964 were
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at a level about half that of 1954, and began to move downward
again in I965« Even though the volume of exports had
substantially Increased from 1954 to 1965, export earnings
have been declining. This sharp drop in earnings was almost
entirely due to a drop in the New York price of Djimma coffee.
Price obtained for Ethiopian coffee in countries other than
the United States, have fluctuated with reasonably narrow
limits, and have, in general, remained more or less in line
with those ruling on the New York Market.
Ethiopia has rarely experienced difficulty in disposing
of its entire coffee output for she produces a "mild" coffee.
Nevertheless, the absolute magnitude of fluctuations in both
prices and export earnings can hardly be viewed with
complacency, for such fluctuations reflect themselves in the
restricted availability of fore ign. exchange and government
revenue.
Coffee is of great value to Ethiopia, because it is the
source of much of her revenue, not only for the Government,
through the export duty, but of large numbers of persons who
own the trees, workmen who pick the fruit, and for many others
who take part in the various stages of handling, transporting
and marketing the crop. More significant still, is the fact
that Ethiopia has the potentiality of becoming one of the
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world's chief producers of very best quality coffee and that
with all direct effort, the present output of the commodity
could be increased tremendously.
Recommendation and Conclusion
The Government should encourage scientific management,
the development of improved varieties together with recruiting,
housing and supervising labor. It is imperative that the
coffee growers have laboratories for testing and research in
order to have product and process improvement. Highly
productive regions are totally isolated and this makes it
evident in the quality of coffee. The coffee that should be
collected in the southwestern region is not collected.
To ensure that the higher output can be moved off the
farm and reach the market, an adequate transportation system
between the farm and the marketing centers is essential.
Proper storage and marketing facilities and arrangements are
as well needed. Management seemed to have been neglected of
the type of scientific research that has contributed to the
progress of some other plantation industries.
To strengthen Ethiopia's position into the world coffee
market, it is essential to improve further the quality of
Ethiopian coffee. There must be an institution with an
absolute power to discard any standard coffee that comes within
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its field of competence, impose fines, if necessary, and
exclude heavy offenders. A coffee board of this kind should
be able to issue an absolute guarantee for the quality of
the coffee of its members, by giving regard in terms of
profit for those who pass the test. The Government should
be in a position to take the necessary steps to remedy the
situation by adequate measures and radical and constructive
changes as to the market control.
If Ethiopia is to compete in world coffee market, she
should be able to provide good coffee, which will raise the
value of the commodity. Better harvesting and drying methods
have to be employed. It is imperative that the farners have
to be taught short courses where they could become familiarized
with coffee culture, management processing and other things.
Given this kind of opportunity and education, plantation
owners would, no doubt, produce one of the best coffees in
the world. Also, labor must be attracted with high salaries,
good housing, and other things, so as to get skilled workers.
Ethiopia's dependence on a single commodity, coffee, is clearly
undesirable. Although, In the short-run, it is not likely
that this dependence can substantially be reduced. Coffee
production could easily be raised. Relatively simple and
inexpensive, improvement in coffee gathering and processing
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could rapidly expand the volume and the value of the coffee
output. In contrast, a major expansion of other agricultural
exports would be more difficult, owing to small-scale
production by a large number of peasant farmers and the more
drastic changes, that would also be required in promoting
the production techniques institutional arrangements, and
transportation facilities, comparable results would take
longer to achieve. It is noted that:
A nation's coffee industry cannot command
high prices and a ready market, unless the greatest
care Is exercised it every stage. The industry
requires one of two alternatives: intelligent
government direction; not only control of the
product, bfit the provision of capital to purchase
modern equipment and enforcement of Its use,®
Ethiopia is indisputably privileged for owning regions
of high fertility, ideal climatic conditions, and possessing
we I I-elevated territory and adequate altitude for performing
intensive cultivation of coffee arabica. The possibility
of developing we I I-organized coffee production of coffee
arabica is enormous, and the possibility of improving the
production and exploration of high quality of coffee Is
considerable. With the implementation of great effort
s
Sylvia Pankrust, "Coffee Production and Its Problem,"
Ethiopian Observer (July, 1966), Vol, IV, No, 6; p, |82,
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favorable to coffee production, Ethiopia could become one
of the great coffee producers in Africa. This effort will
not remain in vain. Thus, it will permit the improvement
of lives of millions of people assuring prosperity, better
living, and wealth.
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